Abstract. Study of fluctuation in genetic algorithm has been a sub-objective in genetic algorithm implementations. The reliability of genetic algorithm may vary based on implementation case, hence it is necessary to investigate its performance pattern for each implementation case. The purpose of this study is to observe the reliability of genetic algorithm in our previously simulated network optimization in a data centre. Previous researchers found fluctuation as random occurrence, mainly within small population. This paper's fluctuation observation revolves around our recent optimization of data centre's network. Our findings agree with the nature of genetic algorithm and other researches, where it is found that the fluctuation of fitness values in our case happened randomly in general, but it had higher probability with small population size. However, regardless of fluctuations that in average occurred during early stage of population generation, the near-optimal solutions with near maximum fitness values were able to be generated. This fact has proven the robustness of genetic algorithm itself.
Introduction
In this paper, we present the genetic algorithm (GA) fluctuation analysis of our previous work [1] in network optimization of a data centre in a simulated environment. Fluctuation in this context means the tendency of the individuals to move away from the near optimal solution, which is indicated by the degradation of fitness value. Paper [2] infers this incorrect convergence as 'drift'. However, different researchers have different perspectives of drift. For example, authors in [3] view genetic drift as a convergence to single solution regardless of its direction of fitness quality (higher or lower). Furthermore, it is concluded in [4] that GA convergence initially happens through selection, then later through genetic drift. This emphasizes that genetic drift can be beneficial. The above mentioned perceptions could bring a notion that GA fluctuation and genetic drift are actually the same thing, but in this case we clearly use 'fluctuation' term because of its single meaning, compared to the ambiguous 'drift'.
The importance of GA fluctuation study is to observe the behavior of GA in specific function. This is justified by [5] who observed genetic drift to forecast its own occurrence. The forecasting study of genetic drift, which in our case is called fluctuation was also done by [6] who proposed the finding of number of generations before genetic drift occurred in their water resources optimization. The next section will inform the simulated data centre's network optimization case that we use as a subject in this GA fluctuation study.
Optimization Case
The optimization subject that we observe is taken from [1] (the authors' previous work). It is a GA based network optimization on a data centre network, which consists of 47 servers, with every of them receiving different transmission characteristics with different combination of transmission size and packet size. The fitness value is each server's network card's processing speed (throughput) towards their particular received transmission. The maximum network card speed is 100 Mbps.
In order for the network card to achieve near-maximum receiving speed, it must be set according to the transmission characteristics that it receives, which include the transmission size and the packet size. The network card setting consists of 3 options, which are active wait, passive wait, and watermark mode as detailed in our paper [7] about the proposed mathematical models to represent the throughput generation of these 3 modes. The active wait triggers kernel interrupt to call the CPU to process every packet that comes. Furthermore, the passive wait utilizes polling based on timer option ranging from 10ms up to 200ms, with increment option every 10ms. Meanwhile, the watermark mode uses polling based on amount of packets captured (in Bytes unit), with its value ranging from 1 Byte up to 2048 Bytes. The increment option for watermark value is every 1 Byte unit.
The above mentioned 3 options of network card mode create a combinatorial problem that we chose to solve in [1] using GA. It is considered combinatorial problem because every distinct transmission has its unique optimal setting that will generate near-maximum throughput, the optimal setting itself will be taken from one of the 3 network card modes, which specially for passive wait and watermark mode have their own optimization of value with the ranges that have been previously mentioned.
There were 47 simulated network cards in [1] that represented 47 nodes/servers, which had gone through simultaneous multiple network cards optimization, according to their characteristics of received transmissions. Each of these network cards were optimized using GA.
The 36 implemented GA trials for every single network card consisted of 36 different settings. Every trial had different combination of population size and number of generations. The population sizes varied from 50 until 100 with 10 unit increment. And every single population size had varieties of number of generations starting from 50 up to 100 with also 10 unit increment. Additionally, all GA trials applied same mutation probability of 0.2 and crossover probability of 0.9.
The fluctuation condition itself was recorded if the number of individuals that achieved fitness value of 90 Mbps and above was less than 90% of the population size.
Experiment Results
This section presents the fluctuation analysis of all the 36 GA trials for each of 47 network cards. The analysis consists of the lowest, highest, and the average fluctuation point.
The 'P' symbol in the figure names represents population size, while the 'G' symbol represents generation size. The 'P' symbol in the figure names represents population size, while the 'G' symbol represents generation size. The 'P' symbol in the figure names represents population size, while the 'G' symbol represents generation size. As we observe in Fig. 1 until Fig. 36 , fluctuations did not always occur, which were identified by empty lines. However, in most cases it happened randomly without specific pattern. This could be due to mutation. These random fluctuations were also discovered by [8] in their convergence study. In our case, despite the frequent fluctuations, GA could generate best individuals for every node in all trials with near optimal fitness values starting from 99.9992 Mbps up to 100 Mbps as presented in [1] .
Further analysis from Table 1 shows that the earliest fluctuations occurred at GA trials with small population, in this case 50, where 4 out of 6 cases have fluctuation points at 4th generation. This finding conforms to the nature of genetic algorithm itself, where small population tends to have less diversity that leads to smaller possibility of reaching near optimal solution.
Moreover, Table 1 
Conclusions and Future Work
The findings of the behavior of GA in this paper have delivered the similarities between its implementation and inspiring nature, where small population is related to lesser diversity. However, its capability to find near-optimal solutions, in spite of random fluctuations displays its robustness and reliability in our case. This fact is expected to encourage other researchers to consider GA as their combinatorial optimization tool.
The related future work will be to study the fluctuation of GA in our another paper, which is about simulated packet clustering optimization in a data centre [9] . The study will compare the behavior of GA when an additional gene is added.
